INTRODUCTION
Individual muscle forces across a joint can be estimated using EMG-driven models. Multiple linear regression and principalcomponents regression (PCR) have been used to estimate muscle parameters. The quality of parameter estimates can also be improved by using orthogonal physical activities to generate EMG signals. The purpose of this study was to evaluate whether PCR-based estimates of shoulder muscle force-EMG relationships can be improved by incorporating orthogonal motions during the calibration trials.
METHODS
Thirteen healthy volunteers (mean age 23.4 ± 3.8 years) participated in the current study; informed consent was obtained from all study participants, and the protocol was approved by the University Institutional Review Board. Anthropometric measurements were obtained, including height, weight, and arm segment lengths. Surface and intramuscular wire electrodes were used to measure EMG activity of 12 muscles which cross the glenohumeral joint. The subject's arm was casted in 90˚ of elbow flexion with neutral forearm rotation from the midshaft of the humerus to the wrist along with a 90˚ aluminum mounting plate. Subjects were seated and restrained in a Biodex System 2 with the arm abducted 30˚ in the coronal plane with neutral humeral rotation, and the casted aluminum mounting plate was secured to a 6-DOF load cell fixture mounted on the testing apparatus. Muscle parameter calibration consisted of 3 trials each of 8 individual, sub-maximal, ramp-isometric contractions (SRICs): flexion and extension of the elbow, abduction and adduction, internal and external rotation, and flexion and extension of the shoulder. For each SRIC, subjects were instructed to steadily increase and then decrease (2-second duration each) the intensity of each action from 0 to 50% of their respective maximum voluntary isometric contraction. A custom-written LabVIEW graphical interface provided the subject with each action's 50% cutoff and a set pace at which to perform the SRIC. EMG signals were recorded at 1000 Hz and filtered using a Butterworth filter (4 th order, 4 Hz low-pass cutoff). Load cell data were recorded at 1000 Hz and filtered using a Butterworth filter (2 nd order, 8 Hz low-pass cutoff). Shoulder reaction moments were computed using subject anthropometry and the filtered moment and force data from the load cell.
One of each SRIC was grouped into a set of trials, resulting in 3 sets of trials for which muscle parameters, relating EMG to muscle force, were computed using different methods: multiple linear regression (MR), principal-components regression (PCR), and a sequential method using principalcomponents regression (PCR-S). MR and PCR muscle parameters used three-axis moment data from the SRICs of the 6 actions about the shoulder. MR muscle parameters were computed following the same methods as Hughes and Chaffin (1997) . For PCR, principle components were determined in conformance with Draper and Smith (1981) ; PCR helps to mitigate the effects of covariance, which is present in multiple regression models, by reducing the dimensionality of the data. EMG data and muscle moment arms were multiplied and used to determine the correlation matrix; the minimum number of eigenvectors required to explain 95% of the variance were retained. Muscle parameters were then computed using the retained eigenvectors and EMG and shoulder reaction moment data. PCR-S consisted of calculating muscle parameters in a sequential manner using single-axis moment data from all 8 SRICs; muscle parameters were computed from the SRIC for which they are primary agonists based on moment arms in the calibration posture. The three muscle parameter estimation methods were evaluated using three criteria: (1) the number of subjects with positive muscle parameters, (2) the coefficient of variance (COV) of the muscle parameters, and (3) the root mean square error (RMSE) between the measured and the predicted shoulder moments.
RESULTS
Performance results of each muscle parameter estimation method are presented in Table 1 . PCR-S was found to yield the greatest number of subjects with at least 1 set of trials with positive muscle parameters; positive muscle parameters are desired in order to predict tensile muscle forces. PCR-S also had the smallest COV across all 3 sets of trials (averaged over all muscle parameters). MR resulted in the lowest RMSE between the measured and predicted shoulder reaction moments (averaged over all SRICs); however, MR resulted in only 4 subjects that had at least 1 set of trials with positive muscle parameters. The performance of PCR fell between that of MR and PCR-S.
CONCLUSIONS
The muscle parameter estimation methods evaluated in the current study showed a trade off with respect to the evaluation criteria. PCR-S more frequently produced physiological parameter estimates, while MR predicted shoulder reaction moments best. However, all methods yielded muscle parameters that can be used to calculate in vivo shoulder muscle force.
